
Year 7 –What is History ?

What is Chronology?
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What is 

Chronology ?

What do BC and 

AD stand for ? 

What is a 

Century ?

How do we 

measure time ? 

1 Starter

Pupils copy out events in 

their own lives into 

chronological order and 

put the year it took place 

next to each event

Discuss

2 Learning Objectives

Discuss

3 Numeracy

Teacher explanation of 

BC, AD and centuries 

using timeline made of 

string. Selection of pupils 

given a different date and 

come out the front to 

stand in the correct place 

on the string timeline

Refer back to learning 

objectives

4 Numeracy

Pupils answer written 

questions on centuries

PPT 

String

date labels

Card packs

Table sheet

Timeline sheet

Sticky labels

NumeracyChronology

P.T.O.

CONCEPTS & 

PROCESSES
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6 Plenary

Numeracy

Learning Outcomes

Pupil workplans

Pupils arrange themselves 

in order of their birthdays

5 Numeracy

Matching exercise

Match up time period card 

with description card

Complete table sheet

CONCEPTS & 

PROCESSES



Chronology

Key Skill:  Chronology

Learning Objectives:

To know how to place years into their correct 

centuries.

To place description cards with their correct 

time period.

To know the meaning of B.C. and A.D.



Success Criteria

•You can place dates on a timeline.

•You can identify the correct centuries 

for dates from the past.

•You can match dates with their 

correct time periods.

•You can explain the terms B.C. and 

A.D.



STARTER :
Place these events in your own lives into 

chronological order (start with the earliest 
first ) and put the year they happened 

next to each one.

•First day at Grafham

•Being born

•First time you rode a bike

•First day at primary school

•First word spoken

•10 years old



Chronology is the placing of 

events in order of time.

B.C. means before Christ.

A.D. means Anno Domini which 

means the year that Christ was 

born



Success Criteria

•You can place dates on a timeline.

•You can identify the correct centuries for dates 

from the past.

•You can match dates with their correct time 

periods.

•You can explain the terms B.C. and A.D.



Timeline

400                300                 200              100               1                    100          200              300                400

BC                BC                  BC              BC                                     AD           AD                 AD                 AD   

B.C. = before Christ A.D. = anno domini / 

after the birth of Christ

1st Century A.D.

B.C.  Big to Small A.D.  Small to Big



Timeline

1100           1200              1300             1400             1500             1600           1700               1800 1900 



1) Which century are the following

years in ?

23 AD

99 BC

726 AD

1253 AD

1945 AD

A Century = a hundred years

343 BC

1066 AD

1111 AD

707 BC

2001 AD

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

8)

9)

10)



2) Name a year from the following centuries ?

1st century AD

9th century AD

10th century BC

21st century BC

7th century BC

A Century = a hundred years

16th century AD

19th century AD

11th century AD

1st century BC

20th century AD

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

8)

9)

10)



Chronology

Learning Objectives:

To know how to place years into their correct 

centuries.

To place description cards with their correct time 

period.

To know the meaning of B.C. and A.D.Key Skill:  Chronology



Success Criteria

•You can place dates on a timeline.

•You can identify the correct centuries for dates 

from the past.

•You can match dates with their correct time 

periods.

•You can explain the terms B.C. and A.D.
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Chronology

Learning Outcomes:

I know how to place years into their correct centuries.

I can place description cards with their correct time 

period.

I know the meaning of B.C. and A.D.

Key Skill:  Chronology



Success Criteria

•You can place dates on a timeline.

•You can identify the correct centuries for dates 

from the past.

•You can match dates with their correct time 

periods.

•You can explain the terms B.C. and A.D.


